


The Perfect Formula
How “Deep Research” and Storytelling 

can Rapidly Fuel Your Company’s Sales

– Stefan Georgi



The 6 key research questions that will help you understand 
your ideal customer like never before…

The four story types that you can use to engage prospects 
and turn them into customers…

Hey, my name is Stefan Georgi 
and here’s what we’ll cover in the 
next 90 minutes:

And why better ingredients lead to better stories



You’ll see how I was able to call Mike Tyson a “fat piece of  
#*@%” and get away with it…

I’ll share the unexpected link between weight loss 
supplements and the Salvation Army…

Plus…

And you’ll discover just how easy it is to turn people against 
their favorite skincare ingredients



All of that and so much more is coming up



But first, who am I and why should you listen to me?



My name is Stefan Georgi and in the past 11 years I have…



Sold over $1BN worth 
of products (mostly in 
nutrition & health)



Become one of 
the highest paid 
freelancers in the 
world…



Created the gold-
standard 
methodology for 
writing sales copy…

The RMBC Method



Founded or co-founded 
9 different businesses
that have scaled to 7-9 
figures



Launched Copy 
Accelerator

– which is the leading 
mentorship program helping 
copywriters and freelancers to 
write better copy, get paid 
more, and enjoy more freedom 
(we’ve got 250+ members)



Married the love 
of my life



And I have a 
beautiful 4-year-
old daughter 
named Eden 
Rose



So fair to say, 
the past 11 
years have 
been amazing…

…and I’m 
incredibly 
blessed



And of all this stuff, what I’m best known for is my prowess 
as a direct response copywriter and marketer…

And I’ve been lucky to write for people and brands like 
Mike Tyson, Tommy Chong, Tony Horton, Dr. Philip 

Goglia, Dr. Claudia Aguirre, Josie Davis, VShred, Golden 
Hippo, etc.



I love direct response…

But what I’ll be sharing today is something that any 
brand or business can use…regardless of if you’re selling 

eComm, DR, or something else…

And this will be applicable to all types of copy and 
marketing too



Part I. Really Understanding Your Audience

Part II. Using Stories to Connect with that Audience

This presentation is broken up 
into three parts:

Part III. How Better Ingredients Lead to Better Stories



Part I. Really Understanding 
Your Audience



How would YOU describe your target 
market?



The way most people will answer when asked to 
describe their target market is with stuff like:

“It’s primarily women aged 50+ with a household 
income of $80k and $150k per year and who are 

interested in health and wellness who are looking to 
lose an extra 10-15lbs. They’ve tried traditional diets in 

the past but never had long-term success.” 



Maybe if you’re more dialed in, you’ll add stuff like:

○ The TV shows they watch

○ Websites they visit

○ Social Media platforms they use

○ Their vacation habits

○ Political views



Meanwhile, here’s how I’ll answer the same question:

40 to 65-year-old, primarily female, at least 15 lbs overweight. 

Family is important to them, they’re also generally thrifty, love shopping at 
second-hand stores. They want to feel sexy, confident, bold in who they are. 

Many of them have tried to lose the weight for decades now. They’ve had 
success on diets over the years, but none of them last. They end up “yo-yo’ing” 
where the weight goes down, then comes back up. They struggle with cravings 
that can derail their success – especially sugar, which is so addictive, it’s like a 
drug. They emotionally eat to mask the pain of their childhood, their divorce, or 
other traumatic moments in their life. They’re nervous about “diet pills” because 
of horror stories about those pills making people nauseous, anxious, jittery, etc.  



What do you notice?



When I’m doing my research, I am deeply focused on 
internal struggles and the psychological state of my 

target market



I’m searching to understand the emotional complexion of 
my market, because people buy with their hearts first 

and their minds second. 

In other words, emotion is what sells. 



Who is your 
customer? (Age, 
beliefs, gender, etc.)

What are their 
hopes and 
dreams?

What are their victories 
and failures when it 
comes to trying to solve 
their #1 pain point?

What solutions is 
the market already 
using? (List out)

What does the 
market like
about existing 
solutions?

What does the 
market dislike
about existing 
solutions?

And to really understand who my ideal 
customer is, there are six specific questions
I like to ask:



Q1: Who Is Your Customer? 
(Age, Beliefs, Gender, etc)

Now #1 is kind of basic. It’s what most people do. 
If I asked most people in this audience this 

question, they’d give me an answer like in the 
example I shared previously: 

“It’s primarily women aged 50+ with a 
household income of $80k and $150k per year 
and who are interested in health and wellness 

who are looking to lose an extra 10-15lbs. They’ve 
tried traditional diets in the past but never had 

long-term success.”



This is a great start…

But what about their hopes and dreams, their 
victories and failures, their likes and dislikes? 



In the world of D2C health supplements…

There are two extremely easy “cheats” for quickly 
understanding your target market on a deeper level.

Forums and Amazon Reviews



And we’ll talk more about how this applies to B2B
a bit later as well 

☺



There are forum threads 
on EVERYTHING 
(especially in health)

People are less inhibited 
and tend to overshare, 
so you get lots of 
information

You can take your 
market’s language and 
reflect it back to them 
in your copy

You can easily gauge how 
much a particular idea or 
theme resonates with your 
market

Why Forums?

Let’s start with Forums…



So let’s look at this in application

Example: Keto Product
Forum: KetogenicForums.com

Q2: What are their hopes and dreams?



So we clicked on “Getting Started” 
and here’s what we see:



Pro Tip: Sort by “Replies” when you go into a forum



Q2: What are their hopes 
and dreams?







More answers pulled from this forum thread:

“I don’t want to be tired anymore.”

“Tired of being tired all the time.”

“Because I want to enjoy time my children and my children’s 
children”…

“I’m struggling to play with my kids. I’d like to go hiking with 
them again. I’d like to walk up and down stairs w/o getting 
winded. I’d like to live to see grandbabies.”



“I want to be healthy and a smaller, fitter size that 
what I am right now. I will keep going until it stops 
coming off (weight) and be happy with that 
number. Who knows I maybe able to achieve an 8? 
I don’t know if I was ever an 8.”

“So this weekend I picked out the bathing suit for 
this year. And I really think I will be able to wear it. 
Of course it is black. But I wanted to have 
something to really work towards and I thought 
with spring upon us I should really make some 
goals. And that is mine the black Nike bathing suit! 
We do a lot of boating and camping in the summer 
and this year will be different!”



“I really want to get in better shape for when my 
sister visits this summer. She wants to go for a 
hike in our beautiful Acadia Park. My sister is 
very fit and I want to show her that I can do this. 
It may not be so easy for her she is from Florida 
and runs on flat ground. In Maine there is really 
nothing flat about the area I live in.”



Those are just from the first page…

But I will take these answers, and literally copy and 
paste them into a document, under the 

corresponding question. 



And as you do this, you’ll start to see commonalities like:

○ Tired of being tired

○ Don’t want to end up like their parents

○ Not wanting to be a burden or disappointment 
to their family…

○ Conversely, wanting to be an inspiration for 
loved ones



Don’t forget, you can literally take this language and 
use it in your marketing copy

“I’m struggling to play with my kids. I’d like to go 
hiking with them again. I’d like to walk up and 
down stairs w/o getting winded. I’d like to live to 
see grandbabies.”

Becomes:

“Perhaps you’ve found yourself struggling to play 
with your kids. You miss doing simple things, like 
going on hikes with them, and even little tasks 
like walking up and down stairs are leaving you 
feeling winded.” 



“Tired of being tired all the time.”

Becomes:

“Maybe for you, your biggest reason for wanting 
to experience healthy weight loss is because 
you’re tired of being tired all the time.” 



Now I want you to understand that this can be 
applied to all kinds of content…

Your Ads, Website, Email Marketing, Social Media 
Content, Blogs, Videos, etc. 

And I’ll show how to do this shortly.



Example: Keto Product
Forum: KetogenicForums.com

Q3: What are their failures and victories?



Pro Tip: Do failures and victories separately



Failures:



Failure: “I lost 7 pounds in the first 3 weeks but now 
have gained it all back.”

Failure: “My husband wanted me to have a beer with 
him. One turned into two turned into I don’t know 
how many, then we went to a Thai Restaurant and I 
had a giant bowl of noodles. My stomach hurt all 
night, I’m out of ketosis, and I feel like shit.” 

Failure: “Stall – a lot of people stall. Lose 7 weeks 
after the first week but now stalling. “Is there a type 
of body that keto doesn’t work for?”



Victories:





Victory: “The problem I’m having is I still think I need 
the size I wore when I started. The shirts and pants 
look too small to me, because of so many years 
wearing XLS.”

Victory: “I love putting on 2 decade old clothes that 
fit as well if not better than they did then.”  

Victory: “I’m now sporting a Size 12 I haven’t worn 
since the 90s. next up is a size 10 from the 80s!”

Victory: “I’ve started a pile of “donation” clothes 
that are too big now. I’m just so happy to be able to 
shop for regular sizes instead of plus sizes.” 



Some marketing ideas we can get from this research so 
far:  

○ Campaign around donating your “old self clothes” to 
charity

○ You could do a whole social media challenge: whoever 
donates the most clothes wins a prize. You could get 
great PR from doing that too. 



You could do contrarian marketing: “Warning, if you 
follow this advice you may find your budget for new 
outfits going up, because your old clothes simply 
don’t fit anymore.”

Or “warning, you’re going to want to pause on 
shopping for the next 30 days, because otherwise 
you may find you keep buying outfits that are too 
baggy.” 

You could tell your prospect: “Trust us, no better 
feeling than walking right past the ‘plus size’ section 
of the store without even a second glance.” 



More Ideas:

○ Content series where a professional stylist helps your 
audience develop a new fashion after weight loss

○ Strategic partnership with Goodwill/Salvation Army that 
helps needy people and generates amazing PR

○ Video series about “how long to wait before buying new 
clothes after starting with PRODUCT.” 

○ Trending hashtag: “NewClothesNewMe”



Let’s keep going…



Q4. What solutions are the 
market already using? (List out)

You’ll get answers to this question in those same forums

You can, of course, also Google and search eComm sites, etc. 



For Nutra specifically though, there are really two things we 
focus on: 

○ Competitors’ supplements 

○ Information products 



For both of those, we can learn what we need to by going 
to Amazon…

Then viewing both the 5 Star and 1 Star reviews. 



Example: Gut Support
Website: Amazon



Pro Tip: Focus on products with the most reviews







Example: Gut Support 
Supplement
Website: Amazon

Q5: What does the market like about 
existing solutions?





“I’m shocked at how well these worked. I was 
having some female problems and digestive 
problems and they helped with both.”

“This product has helped tremendously with GI tract 
regularity and has helped ease symptoms of UTI.”

“I had been on the lookout for a good probiotic for 
women to help with urinary tract and yeast 
infections. Although they did not go away 
completely I saw some of the symptoms diminish. I 
am recommending to all my friends and family.”



“I struggle with my PH being thrown off 
easily/constantly. For about two years I had BV and 
almost nothing worked to keep it in check. With 
other probiotics I would have to take double or 
triple the recommended dosage to have any type 
of results. With this product just once a day and 
my body is overall better and I’m glad. No BV and 
no crazy dosage of products to keep it that way.



Okay, so what does our market seem to like?

In addition to perceived value, a lot of them are using 
the product for UTIs, BV, yeast infections, and for better 

regularity. 



Why does this matter?

Because, assuming we have research and 
science showing that the ingredients in our 

supplement lead to the same types of 
outcomes…

We’ll know to HIGHLIGHT these benefits in our 
marketing and sales copy. 



Example: Gut Support 
Supplement
Website: Amazon

Q6: What does the market dislike about 
existing solutions?



“This product makes me feel horrible. I have a 
major headache and am constipated. I’m also 
very bloated and pain in my side.”

“This product made my symptoms worse. Ever 
since I started taking this my stomach felt 
terrible.” 

“After receiving it my box looks old then it says 
refrigerate to keep it from going bad.”



“After taking for 3 days I felt exhausted and 
walked around in a haze. I stopped taking and 
after two days felt normal again."

”After taking a month of this supplement my wife 
had the complete inverse results: she feel into a 
digestive crisis. Pain, nausea, vomiting.” 



Why do these bad reviews matter?

Because when we go to sell our product, we can 
highlight how we’re aware of horror stories like this 

and reassure our prospects that they won’t have this 
experience with our supplement. 



You’ll then use this same process with a few 
additional supplements and a few different 

books or guides. 





Same thing, look at the 5 and 1 Star reviews…



And also note…

You can get answers to questions around hopes 
and dreams, along with victories and failures

from Amazon reviews too. 





The 6 main research questions to ask:

Let’s summarize again…

Who is your 
customer? (Age, 
beliefs, gender, etc.)

What are their 
hopes and 
dreams?

What are their victories 
and failures when it 
comes to trying to solve 
their #1 pain point?

What solutions is 
the market already 
using? (List out)

What does the 
market like
about existing 
solutions?

What does the 
market dislike
about existing 
solutions?



As you’re getting answers to these 
questions, you’re just copy and pasting 

them into your Research Doc



And this is how you get to a deeper level of understanding 
who your market is.



Now, remember:

This process works for any niche or category.

○ Blood Sugar Support
○ Building Muscle
○ Energy
○ Sleep
○ Skin
○ Hair
○ Nails
○ Mood
○ Focus
○ Memory Support
○ Etc. 



Ways to understand your customers 
hopes and dreams, victories and failures, 

and what they like or dislike about 
competitors?

○ Forums
○ Reviews
○ Surveying Your Customers
○ Getting on the Phone 
○ Information Gathering Sessions With 

Your Sales Team and Customer 
Service

And it can also work in B2B, too…



B2B companies, what are some other 
applications of this process that you 

can think of?



Overall the process looks like this: 

1. Ask the right research questions

2. Get answers on forums

3. Go to Amazon or other review sites to identify 
likes/dislikes of competitor products

4. Use what you learn to communicate with your 
audience on a deeper level.

And you can do this with all types of content, from ads 
to blogs to social media posts etc.



Okay, so now that we really know who 
our customer is…

We can TALK to them on a deeper level. We can 
make them feel understood, like they’re looking 

into a mirror. 

Just applying this to your marketing, copy, and 
advertising will be HUGE for you…

And you become practically unstoppable once 
you combine it with powerful storytelling. 



Part II. How to Use 
Storytelling to Speak to Your 

Target Market



Unique Mechanism 
Stories

Spokesperson Stories

Competitor Stories 
(Unfavorable)

Hero Ingredient Stories 
(Favorable)

4 Essential Story Types:



#1. Unique Mechanism Stories

A quick note on Unique Mechanisms:

Unique Mechanism of the Problem
Unique Mechanism of the Solution



Unique Mechanism Story Example #1: Arthrozene



Unique Mechanism Story 
Example #2: Pureance 

Organic Babchi



Dr. Claudia:

We blush when we have a naughty thought…

Goosebumps warn us when something is wrong…

And we feel our skin crawl when we’re afraid.

As a neuroscientist I wanted to understand why…

Yet I never dreamed that studying the mind-body 
connection…

Would lead me to the skincare breakthrough I’ll be 
sharing today…



A discovery that can transform the way you 
look and feel…

Rejuvenating dull, sagging skin…

Banishing adult acne…

Creating deep levels of hydration and 
moisturizing 

All while leaving you with a vibrant, smooth, 
toned, and glowing complexion that appears 
to grow younger each day. 



What is this breakthrough?

I like to refer to it as “meditation for your skin…”

Because, while it only takes about two minutes per day…

This is really a self-love ritual…

Something that engages multiple senses at once…

Bringing wave-after-wave of relaxation throughout your 
body…

While calming your irritated, angry, skin. 

And just like meditation can train your mind to stay calm…

This ritual can train your skin to stay young…



#2. Spokesperson Stories



Why do we use these?

Build connection and rapport with the audience. 
Reflect the prospect’s struggles and pains back to 

them. Make them feel less alone.



Spokesperson Story Example #1: IM-21



Spokesperson Story 
Example #2: Sleep 

Supplement



“It feels like I’ve lost you, George.”

I’ll never forget the look on my wife’s face as she 
turned towards me, holding our daughter in one 
hand and wiping away tears with the other...

I had just lost my temper at her again…

… A product of yet another long, sleepless night.



I felt so mad, but also hopeless.

I mean this kind of behavior just wasn’t like me…

But all of the brutal restless nights and waking up at 
2am was turning me into someone I wasn’t.

I felt like a helpless passenger in my own life...

Like I was watching some movie of my life, only it 
wasn’t me on the screen but some other foolish 
character.

… And I just wanted to cry out “Stop! Stop!” but I 
couldn’t.



#3. Competitor Stories 
(Unfavorable)



Why?

To disrupt the market’s thinking on a seemingly 
“proven” solution to their pain point and then open 

their mind to a superior option (your product).



Competitor Story Example #1:
Pureance Cellular Hydration 

Serum 



Well to combat all of this, many skincare companies 
started adding Hyaluronic Acid to their products…

Which sounds like a really good idea…

Except, there’s one very startling thing they never 
told any of us…

And it has to do with where that Hyaluronic Acid 
comes from.



You see this handsome little rooster right here?

And do you see the top of his head, the red part that kind 
of looks like a crown?

That’s called a “comb”…

And what you probably didn’t know…

Is that most “natural” hyaluronic acid in skincare products 
either comes from rooster combs…



Or, and this is 100% true…

The “natural” HA in your moisturizer is coming from this guy: 

Well, specifically from his eyes…

And to be even more exact…

From the aqueous humors…

Which is a fluid found between the lens and the 
cornea of the eye



What the *#*@, right? 

I told you this would be pretty shocking. 

Well there is a silver lining here…

Which is that in just a second…

I’ll be sharing a natural ingredient that comes from mushrooms, not 
animals…

And that has been shown in multiple studies to be an even MORE 
effective moisturizer for the skin than Hyaluronic Acid. 



Competitor Story Example #2:
Silver Sparrow CBD



“99% of CBD products on the market are a scam!

Look, honestly I never thought I’d be doing something like this.

But as one of America's first manufacturers in the CBD space, I’m here to tell You 
the dirty little secret about the industry that nobody’s talking about… 

And once we found out about this hidden secret, we even threw out half a 
million dollars worth of our own CBD products that were already made.

It was by complete chance we found out that MIT-researchers recently stumbled 
upon a new quantum technology that’s able to unlock CBD’s capabilities to a 
level we’ve never seen before..

And this rare “new type of CBD” is now being sought out by corporate 
executives, world-class athletes, and elite pain-relief specialists.. .

Giving thousands of men and women across America…
A body that now functions better than they always wished it had…” 



#4. Hero Ingredient Stories 
(Favorable)



Why?

We tell these stories later into our sales copy. 
But we’re making our hero ingredient(s) 

exciting. We want to make people so curious 
and intrigued that they’d go crazy if they 

didn’t buy our product.



Hero Story Example #1: 
Pureance Cellular 
Hydration Serum



So what is it?

It’s official name is Tremella Fuciformis…

But it’s also sometimes referred to as snow mushroom…

Because of its snowy like texture and appearance. 



Well here’s what’s so amazing: 

While Hyaluronic Acid can hold up to 1,000 times its 
weight in moisture…

Recent studies have found that the snow mushroom 
Tremella holds even MORE moisture than HA…

Plus, Tremella’s molecules are much smaller than HA’s 
too….

And the reason why molecule size matters…



Is because Tremella’s smaller molecule size 
allow this wonder extract to penetrate into the 
deeper layers of your skin…

Which not only drastically increases your skin’s 
hydration…

But also enables Tremella to do several other 
important things too.



Hero Story Example #2:
Burn from Sculpt Nation



You might have heard that eating peppers can help you to 
burn fat or speed up your metabolism before…

And it’s actually 100% true – thanks to Capsaicin…

But there’s also an important catch too, which I’ll share with 
you in a moment. 

But yeah…

In the right conditions and at the right dosages…

Scientists have repeatedly found that the Capsaicin in chili 
peppers can activate your TRPV1 Receptors …

Which not only gets your body out of fat HOLDING mode, 
and into fat BURNING mode…

But it also increases your metabolism too. 



4 Essential Story Types:

So, to review…

Unique Mechanism 
Stories

Spokesperson Stories

Competitor Stories 
(Unfavorable)

Hero Ingredient Stories 
(Favorable)



Part III. Why Quality 
Ingredients Lead to Better 

Stories

Example: Theacrine vs. TeaCrine



“Theacrine is a purine alkaloid found in Cupuacu and in a 
Chinese tea known as kucha.”

TeaCrine is a compound containing pure theacrine.



Let’s look at Theacrine…





The story you can tell = ???



Vs…









The story you can tell:  

When high level soccer players supplemented with 
TeaCrine, their performance increased by up to 38%. 
Imagine what kind of boost you could experience in 

your everyday life. 



Example: Tributyrin vs. 
CoreBiome Tributyrin







With superior ingredients come superior 
stories…

Which is one of the reasons I’m so honored to 
have gotten a chance to present to all of you 

today. 



We talked about understanding your target 
market on a deeper level by asking 6 major 

questions.

Then we talked about how to tell stories that 
connect with your market…

And finally, we talked about how better 
ingredients lead to better stories. 



Now, lastly, let’s put this into practice with a few of the 
companies in attendance



Beekeeper’s Naturals





“Throw coffee to the bees” 

More Content Ideas:

○ Video Series or Email Series on how to Kick Coffee 
Without Going Crazy

○ Social Media Slider With “What 3 Cups Per Day of 
Coffee Does To Your Body” 



Liquid I.V.





Content Ideas?

○ Video series from ICU Nurse teaching about 
hydration and optimization. 

○ Campaign around “more ICU nurses choose Liquid 
I.V. for their hydration than _________.” 



Ritual













Meanwhile, buried at the bottom of the “Who We Are” 
page:













Idea:

Bring back the authentic, emotion-driven voice to 
your marketing. 

Broad “content” is fine, but you have a chance to 
connect more deeply with various segments of your 

market through storytelling.



Orgain







How are you guys not getting a documentary film crew 
to that 97-year-old Mother-in-Law’s house ASAP?

Doing a YouTube video around it? An email campaign? 
IG Posts?

So much gold here!!!



If time, more live examples?



Website: https://www.stefanpaulgeorgi.com/

Instagram: @stefangeorgi

Questions?

Email: Stefan@stefanpaulgeorgi.com


